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NOVEMBER 2021    
 

Calendar
Thanksgiving Special!
Gary and Marilyn Siegel
November 20, 2021, 11:00 am

Battery power on the main line
Track power on the loop
This is a GCGRS favorite; Gary’s 
beautiful railroad from San Jose to 
Santa Cruz in 1:32 scale. Great fun 
to run your long trains! Bring your 
own lunch. Bring a desert to share 
if you are so inclined.

December Event
Mike & Lorraine Newlon
Sunday, Dec. 12 

 
Ride the beautiful Disney like, 
7 1/2” live steam train, with an 
amazing tunnel under the hill, cool 
depot, mine and switch tower.

Come see the newly added G scale 
railroad with 5% grades and 8’ 
curvature code 332 track.  Do not 
bring your equipment to run; the 
railroad is set up to only run two 
DCC controlled trains that Mike 
will run for us!
 
Plan on bringing your own food or 
perhaps some food to share 
unless you hear otherwise. (Let 
me know your opinion). The 
Newlons will supply drinks and 
popcorn.

The Newlons are not interested in 
doing a white elephant gift 
exchange but they have no 
objection if the majority of the 
group would like to do that. I 
suggest we not do that this year 
but let me know if you feel 
otherwise….

This will be an outdoor only event.
Dress appropriately. GCGRS 
Members and family only.                     
                                             

Newsletter: John Lyans
lyans@pacbell.net

Treasurer/Dues/Badges: 
Bruce Kuebler
pbkuebler@sbcglobal.net

Web Page: Gary Olmstead
https://www.gcgrs.com/

 Facebook: John & Kim Whitaker 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/14599634221
9253/
                         

It Looks Like We Are On For the Fair In 2022!
The Ventura County Fair board announced that the 2022 Fair 
will be August 3-14.  They want to get back to the “traditional” 
Fair, so everything from the photography exhibit to livestock 
auctions will be there. 
I’d say I am already thinking about what we
 are going to do, but I’ve been thinking 
about it since part way through the last fair.
Gary Olmstead      
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The GCGRS Enjoyed Two Great Meets in October, Eldridge and Arsenault
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Jim sent a nice write-up about his run 

John, To my recollection the meet was a great success! In total there were about forty visitors 
from three groups: my Yoga students, Glendale Model Railway Society (HO scale), and  Gold 
Coast Garden Railway Society. Farthest visitor were Bernadette and her family, from San 
Diego and Mark and Sheila Goodman from Santa Maria, both came from about 170 miles 
away!
The track work was pretty good with one glitch of a retaining wall under the bridge.
Randy was over helping on three days and Joe Bussing was here for one day. Both were 
fantastic, helping with the scenery, track work, pond restoration, planting trees and a bunch of 
other necessities. Sylvia painted the bridge and worked with scenery and was the "General 
Superintendent." Refurbishing the layout was a four month, daily endeavor. I added a second 
20' x 40' shade cloth when the temperatures were near 100 degrees. The extra shade cloth kept 
the temperatures at ambient temperature with NO reflective heat.

Thank you to everyone who attended! I absolutely was pleased to see visitors watching trains 
for the first time. First-time visitors, people who had never seen a garden railway in a 
backyard, had so many questions about garden railroading: Is this permanent, what do you do 
with the buildings? Is this a club train set? Do other people do something like this in their 
yards? Is this a big train set? Why do you take it down? Can't you leave it out all the time?
If you take it down, where does it go? How are the trains powered?

So much fun!! I was so happy to have visitors in this pandemic era! John, the first item to do 
on the railroad is to repair the retaining wall under the bridge! Well, after taking down the 
scenery. My granddaughters are returning today and I very gladly will recharge batteries and 
bring out cars for their  trains!

Thanks everyone,
Jim and Sylvia Eldridge
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Instead of 
spreading his 
buildings all over 
the layout, Jim has 
arranged them to 
form a small town, 
situated in a 
canyon.

Nice prototypical 
look.    
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Returning GCGRS modeler, 
Victor Vazquez has modified 
some Bachmann cars to represent 
cars of the Nacionales de Mexico 
line. Here are a few of his cars. 
Victor did an article featured 
later in this issue explaining how 
he modified the coach.  

Jim acquired a number of these realistic trees. I 
understand they come from Coastmans Scenic Products. 
They sure look great!
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Arsenault Meet – Georges and Marie host their Halloween Bash 
It’s always fun to see what new things Georges has added to his railroad and this year he didn’t 
disappoint. He has added new track and connected some of his existing track. He now has at least 
four different lines that you can take your train over. We had beautiful California weather, a nice 
turnout, good running and even a pinata! Thank you for a fun day!
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                    Lamont running a long freight. 

Wow. Just look at all the trains!  
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Gary Olmstead’s Field Trip to the Central Coast 
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Sad News
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Hans Kahl, Charter GCGRS member and founder, is closing his Ventura store.

John, I just wanted to let you know that I am closing the Ventura Store. Maybe you can let the club members 
know that my layout in the store is available for free. I just don't have room for it in Tehachapi. It is 8’ by 12’ 
including, mountains, scenery, and all of the track. Will have to take the whole layout not just the track. I also 
have a lot of shelving for free.
I can be reached anytime at 805 320 4310.    
                                                                                                                Thanks for a good run, Hans
     

Happy News

Not large scale, but this 
HOn3 and Sn3 layout is 
worth seeing if you like 
Colorado Narrow 
Gauge! Free admisson.
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Victor Vazquez
Nacionales de Mexico Coach Modifications   

Door opening
Using a knife, a space will be opened in the 
contour of the door, this process is very delicate 
since the knife will have to be inserted with 
great care and grating each end, 3 to four steps 
each time per side, in a period of 30 minutes the 
door will eventually come off.
Once the door is separated, each window will be 
cut, using 2 mm thick transparent acrylic.
2 holes of 0.15 to 0.2 mm diameter will be 
drilled in the end of the door, in there 2 pieces of 
brass wire will be inserted so that the door can 
have movement.
Two holes will also be drilled, one in the car 
chassis and the other in the car body where the 
door will be installed.   

The selection of the piece is the first step; preferably that it is an undecorated 
piece since it will facilitate the remodeling process and will not be necessary 
strip the color of the piece.
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Interior
The modification will consist of 
manufacturing a new floor or base to 
install the seats on it.
The seats to be installed will be those 
that are in the model, these will be cut 
from the base in which they are to be re-
installed in the new base.
Using a 2 mm thick acrylic or styrene 
plate, a rectangle will be cut to measure 
the base of the model's seats. 
In this rectangle, 2 sections will be cut, 
one for the bathroom compartment 
(square) and other for the heating stove 
(circular).   
Once the piece is cut, it will be painted 
in wood color and the drawing of the 
stave will be made in order to enhance 
the detail of the floor. 

The next step is the placement and 
gluing of the seats. Before placing the 
adhesive on the base of the seats, the 
position of each seat must have been 
marked; this distribution will be based 
on the figures that will be placed on 
the seats, in this way there will be 
enough space for each figure and seat 
to maintain a distance between them. 
Their position is distributed 
symmetrically.

The distribution of the seats and 
figures is made according to the 
decision of the modeler..   
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Lighting the interior
Materials:
22 or 24 gauge wire
Diode strip of 3 diodes per section;
2 or 3 sections.
Full wave bridge rectifier 1 Amp.
One electrolytic capacitor, 4700 micro F. at 25 volts.
In the bathroom compartment, a section of plastic tube 10 cm in length will be placed; it will serve as a 
guide and protector to hide the cables that conduct electricity from the car wheels to the diode strips.
The diode strips will be fixed on the roof of the car; the cables that connect to the diodes will be passed 
through the tube installed in the bathroom compartment. The cables will go to the chassis of the car to 
connect to the diode bridge and the electrical pickups of the truck wheels.   

Finished car 
including paint, 
decals and 
Kadee 
couplers! 



 

 

          
   LGB 2001 Hand Car      modified platform     
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Walt Thompson project

 This project started when the workman who originally operated this LGB #2001 Hand Car 
broke his arm and was suspended so the hand car just sat in the barn.  Knowing this was a 
pretty good running machine It was decided to do something to get it back into service.  
For starters, all the pump paraphernalia was removed and the platform was cleared, then a 
little modification had to take place to allow the new cab assembly to fit.  The Cab itself was 
an eBay find and was tailored to mount over the motor box of the Hand Car chassis.  The 
head light, marker lights, horns, gauge set and handrail posts that were added to the 
platform area were all from TrackSide Details.   The grab rails for cabs entry, the handrails 
on the platform, and the front coupler lift bar were made of 1/16” brass rod. The head light 
has an LED bulb and marker lights have grain of wheat.  All lights DO work.  The whistle was 
from Delton Locomotive Works and the front pilot cow guard assembly was from an 
LGB 20880 and modified considerably!  The front coupler is a modified KaDee.  The water 
tank, water spigot on the pilot and rear link/pin coupler are from Ozark Miniatures.  The 
Sitting Engineer is Brutus from Bachmann.  Note, to improve traction, a rubber tire was 
added to one of the drive wheels. 
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http://rover.ebay.com/rover/0/e11401.m1842.l3160/7?euid=16ee5bba66264e10a244c1e3340b4bf4&loc=http%3A%2F%2Fcgi.ebay.com%2Fws%2FeBayISAPI.dll%3FViewItem%26item%3D150850149366%26ssPageName%3DADME%3AL%3AOU%3AUS%3A3160%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
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    From the       
      shop of 
    Walt 
Thompson  
    

Original cab, modified cab, chassis with water tank and pilot, lamps, cab assembly and 
engineer. 

Ruby’s GONDOLA – When Ruby was released from the shops, there wasn’t much for her to 
do so Brutus being an enterprising individual decided Ruby would be useful for track 
inspection and general usage around the yard, but she still needed some sort of a gondola 
to carry tools and stuff.  This one started as an LGB 4044 Mining Ore Car that was cut down 
then reconfigured to be mounted directly on the frame.  It has ball bearing wheels, uses 
link/pin couplers from Hartford Products and carries a load of road ballast or coal. 
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Walt’s project that was featured last month, here shown on Jim Eldridge’s railroad. Reports were 
that it ran a few inches before “something happened,” and it stopped. Now headed to the shop! But 
it looks pretty good.
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